Color Segmentation for Extracting Symbols and Characters of Road Sign Images
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Abstract—This paper presents a color segmentation technique based on the normalized RGB chromaticity diagram for extracting symbols and characters of road sign images. The method separates blue color of the sign’s background by utilizing the developed histogram on the RGB chromaticity diagram for selecting threshold automatically. The simple geometric properties are used to extract symbols and characters. From the experiments using real scene images with varying illumination, the proposed method could extract symbols and characters of road sign images properly.

Index Terms—Color segmentation, RGB chromaticity diagram, objects extraction, guidance sign.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic signs are used to provide useful information to the drivers. In the driver assistance system, an automatic signs detection and recognition becomes an important aspect. Since colors are more useful information for the human perception, traffic signs are usually painted with colors contrast against the road environments. However, color information is sensitive to the lighting changes which occur frequently in the real scene. Therefore a robust algorithm is required to handle such problems.

There are many types of traffic signs, such as: a) regulatory signs (speed limit signs, no entry sign, etc); b) indication signs (pedestrian crossing sign, parking sign, etc); c) warning sign (cross road sign, road work sign, etc); (d) guidance sign (destination and route information sign). Each type is characterized by the shape, color, and symbol or character contained on it. The interpretation of information contained in the regulatory, indication, and warning signs could be obtained by matching or classifying the sign to the reference signs. However, the scheme for the guidance signs is more difficult, because of the irregular symbols and the variation of characters. Thus it needs to extract the symbols and characters first before further process to interpret them.

Researches on extracting symbols and characters of the guidance signs were proposed in [1],[2]. In [1] they extracted characters (Japanese kanji and alphabets) and symbols (indicating road structure) by edge segmentation. To overcome the problem of illumination changes, they transformed the intensity image based on the intensity histogram of the image. The positions or regions of the characters are found by the histogram projection technique. Since symbols usually form a larger region, they use size information for separating symbols from characters. The similar approach was employed in [2] to extract Korean characters and symbols.

An edge-base detection method that integrates edge detection, adaptive searching, color analysis, and affine rectification was employed in [3] to detect text of the road sign. The method is divided into three stages, i.e. coarse detection of candidate text, color properties analysis, and geometry and alignment anlysis. In the first coarse detection stage, a multi-scale Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) edge detector was used to obtain an edge set for each candidate text area. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used to characterize color distribution of the foreground and background of road signs, more specifically, for each of the letters on the road signs. The text alignment is used to align characters, so that letters belong to the same context will be grouped together. The intrinsic features (font style, color, etc.) and the extrinsic features (letter size, text orientation, etc.) are used for text alignment.

In [4], a robust connected-component-based character locating was proposed to find characters in scene image from digital camera. First, color clustering technique based on the normalized RGB color space is used to separate the color image into homogeneous color layers. Then every connected component in color layers is analyzed, and the component-bounding box is computed. Then an aligning-and-merger analysis is proposed to locate all the potentials characters. Finally, all potentials characters will be identified by heuristic rules.

Another work for extracting characters in natural images were proposed by [5] to help visually impaired persons and blind persons recognize signs. They proposed an extraction method based on the Otsu’s thresholding that is applied in all three-color channels. To filter out the false detections, they used selection rules based on the relative placement of
connected-components.

Although color is sensitive to illumination changes, but since color contains more meaningful information, many researchers discussed above prefer to use the color segmentation as the initial process for extracting symbols and signs.

In general, existing color segmentation methods could be classified into: histogram-based method, boundary-based method, region-based method, and Artificial Intelligent (AI)-based method.

The histogram-based method basically fuses the thresholds obtained from the histogram of each color channel [6]. In the boundary-based method, edge detection is first performed to each color channel separately to find the boundary of objects. Then the resulted edges are merged to obtain the final edge image. The region-based method groups the pixels according to the homogeneity criteria. Examples of this method are region growing, split and merge algorithms [7]. AI-based method performs color segmentation by utilizing Artificial Neural Networks [8],[9], Fuzzy Logic [10], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [11].

In this paper, we propose a method to extract symbols and characters of road sign images based on the normalized RGB chromaticity diagram. The method is simply and effective for extracting particular colors usually used in the sign images. Furthermore the methods based on geometry properties are adopted to extract symbols and characters of the sign images.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, the proposed method is presented. The experimental results are presented in section 3. Conclusion is described in section 4.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Color Segmentation

In our previous works [12] [13], we proposed color segmentation based on the normalized RGB chromaticity diagram for detecting red color sign [12] and detecting human skin color [13]. Here we extend the approach to blue color thresholding for extracting symbols and characters of guidance signs.

The normalized RGB chromaticity diagram is depicted in Fig. 1, where the chromaticity coordinates are \( r \) and \( g \) defined by

\[
\begin{align*}
    r &= \frac{R}{R + G + B} \\
    g &= \frac{G}{R + G + B}
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

(2)

The diagonal line for extracting blue color is shown in the figure. This line is determined by the following equation

\[
g = -r + TB
\]

(3)

where \( TB \) is the intersection of the line with \( g \)-coordinate. \( TB \) is calculated automatically by analyzing the peaks/valleys of the newly developed histogram called \( g_{\text{neg}} \) histogram [13]. The \( g_{\text{neg}} \) histogram is created by counting pixels with the value obtained by adding \( g \) value and \( r \) value (\( g + r \)). The effectiveness of the histogram is that it shows prominent peaks/valleys for easy threshold calculation. Thus by employing histogram peaks/valleys analysis, we may find the appropriate diagonal line for separating blue color. Fig. 2 shows the \( g_{\text{neg}} \) histogram with the prominent peaks, where the valley of histogram that determines the value of \( TB \) might be obtained easily.

From Fig. 1, it is clear that the blue color could be extracted by the following rule:

\[
\text{If } g + r < TB \text{ then pixel is BLUE}
\]

(4)

B. Extraction of Symbols and Characters

The guidance sign used in the research contains three kind of information, i.e. characters (Japanese kanji and/or alphabet) indicating the city name or location; symbols indicating the road structure, and number indicating the route...
as illustrated in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 3, the symbols and characters are painted with white color in blue background. Thus by employing the blue color segmentation as discussed above, we may separate the foreground (symbols and characters) from the background. The next step is to extract three kinds of objects (symbols of road structure, route number, and city name/location. Fortunately we may use the geometry properties of those components as discussed in the following.

If we perform the connected component analysis to the extracted symbols and characters, we could find that the area of the symbols indicating road structure is the largest one. Thus we may use this area restriction to extract symbols. Further we may observe that the route number is enclosed by a closed white line. Again by connected component analysis, we may get that the area or size of the boundary of the route number is larger compared to the characters (Kanji or alphabet), but it is smaller than the symbols. Thus we may extract the boundary of route number by restricting the size of connected components. Finally, the remaining objects after the above two rules employed will be the characters.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify our proposed method, we tested our algorithm using real scene sign images taken from a camera. The algorithm is implemented using MATLAB running on a Personal Computer (PC).

Fig. 4(a) shows the result of applying color segmentation of image in Fig. 3 using our proposed method as defined by Eq. (4). The histogram shown in Fig. 2 is the $g_{\text{neg}}$ histogram of image in Fig. 3. Hence the threshold $TB$ is obtained automatically by peaks/valleys analysis, i.e. 0.51. The method is able to separate blue color of the background from the foreground properly.

Fig. 4(b) shows the extracted boundary of route numbers. From the figure, we could see that all five boundary regions

Fig. 4. (a) Extracted symbols and characters; (b) Extracted boundary of route number; (c) Extracted symbol of road structure; (d) Extracted Japanese Kanji and Alphabet.
of the route numbers could be extracted from image successfully. The result of symbols extraction is shown in Fig. 4(c), where three arrows indicating route are extracted. Fig. 4(d) shows the extracted characters consist of Japanese Kanji and Alphabet.

Fig. 5(a) shows the different image with the different illumination condition. The g_neg histogram of the image is shown in Fig. 5(b), where the value of obtained TB (TB=0.55) differs from the one in Fig. 2 as indicated by the different location of the valley. The symbols and characters are extracted properly as shown in Figs. 5(c), (d), (e), (f).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a color segmentation technique for extracting symbols and characters of road sign image is presented. The proposed method is based on the normalized RGB chromaticity diagram. From several experiments conducted, the proposed method shows a good result in extraction the symbols and characters.

In future, we will extend the work to perform the recognition process for recognizing or interpreting extracted symbols and characters. Further, the real implementation will be developed.
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